Cold War 2015
In this report:

What you must do immediately
to preserve your wealth and profit
as Russia’s Vladimir Putin wages
his terrifying new “Cold War”
against the West ...
 Drums of War: Putin’s five most alarming Cold War strategies — why they are
pushing the world perilously close to World War III ...

 Critical investment intelligence: $10 TRILLION in flight capital has flooded
U.S. markets from Europe — why this is just the beginning and how you can
profit ...

 Essential self-defense: Stocks to sell now — the shares most likely to crash
and burn as Cold War II heats up ...

 Five types of stocks that will soar — PLUS the three best Cold War
investments in America now: Gains of up to 374.6% possible!

 MUCH MORE
Dear Investor,
Russian president Vladimir Putin has declared WAR on the
West ... on America ... on the U.S. economy ... and on your
investments.
With each passing day, he is growing bolder — proving to
himself and the world that there is little anyone can do to stop
him.
Larry Edelson, Editor
Real Wealth Report

In a recent speech given to historians and political analysts
from 25 countries, Putin mentioned the Cold War no fewer
than 6 times.

And he certainly hasn't been shy about his anti-U.S. sentiments ...
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He has compared Western leaders and their sanctions against Russia to Adolph
Hitler and his "people-hating ideas" of World War II.
In a sinister warning, Putin reminded his audience that his country has a
formidable, combat-ready army and that, "No one will ever attain military
superiority over Russia ..."
But Putin's not just spouting rhetoric about a new Cold War with the U.S. He's
taking action, too...

Vladimir Putin's 5 Cold War Strategies
Common strategies during the first Cold War included proxy warfare, propaganda,
espionage, arms supplying to other nations and threats of mutually assured
destruction.
Today, as we enter "Cold War II," we see that not much has changed ...
While Putin seems to be taking the lead in flaming the fires of distrust, President
Obama is not far behind in launching his own brand of military and political strife.
You see, both leaders are heating up the old Cold War strategies, albeit with some
updated twists ...

PUTIN'S COLD WAR STRATEGY #1:
Ramp Up Russian Military Exercises
AND Pump Up the Propaganda ...
In an effort to show off its military prowess, the Russian
armed forces recently staged its biggest post-Soviet military
drills.
"Big" might be an understatement to describe this saberrattling display.

Soviet military
exercises

For five days in the Far East, a reported 100,000 Russian
servicemen, up to 1,500 tanks, 120 aircraft, 70 ships and
5,000 pieces of weaponry took part in the exercises.

Military attachés from around the world — including China, Malaysia, North Korea,
Peru and Venezuela — watched this display of Russian military might with raptattention.
Putin used this well-publicized event — complete with Twitter coverage and
YouTube videos — as part of his propaganda machine to spread the message of
Russia's rapidly growing military strength.
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But let me be clear, these exercises were not just for show. The truth the Obama
administration has been reluctant to publicize is that Russia has invested heavily in
new military technology and weaponry.
The Russian arsenal includes an estimated ...


15,500 tanks ...



27,607 Armored Fighting Vehicles (AFVs) ...



5,990 self-propelled guns ...



3,781 Multiple Launch Rocket Systems (MLRS) ...



311 Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs) ...



700 Fighters and Interceptor planes ...



And 63 submarines (2 capable of launching ICBMs).

And while Putin has been on a military spending spree, Obama has been cutting
back ...
According to the Pentagon's top generals, Obama's defense spending caps have
forced them to slash troop numbers, cut training programs and dismantle
modernization programs ... all at a time when international conflict is heating up!
It's only recently Obama has awakened to the threat world events pose on the
nation's security. He's asked Congress to break current military spending caps and
allocate $561 billion to the U.S. defense budget in 2016 — an increase of over
$38 billion.
So, the question is not IF or WHEN U.S. defense spending will increase ... it's
already begun!
A 5,312% gain!?! Better believe it! That's what happened during the
first Cold War when this giant in aerospace technology went from $1.06
a share to $57.50.
Your $10,000 stake in this company would have turned into a
mind boggling $542,397!
More gains are around the corner for this and other aerospace firms. For
details, keep reading to learn how you can download my FREE
report, Putin's 5 War Strategies: What You Must Do Immediately to
Protect Your Wealth and Profit.
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PUTIN'S COLD WAR STRATEGY #2:
Engage in a Dangerous Game of
Cat and Mouse with NATO ...
U.S. Air Force General Philip Breedlove, the supreme allied commander in Europe,
says there's been a perilous change in Russia's incursions into European airspace.
Russian fighters and long-range bombers are flying larger and more complex
formations into international airspace over the Baltic Sea, North Sea and Atlantic
Ocean.
In response, NATO has been sending their own jets to intercept and "escort" the
Russian jets while they are in European airspace.
During these forays, the Russians have refused to use their onboard transponders
or engage in radio contact with civilian air traffic control.
According to a statement released by NATO: "This poses a potential risk to civil
aviation as civilian air traffic control cannot detect these aircraft or ensure there is
no interference with civilian air traffic ..."
With over 100 incursions into European airspace in 2014 — a three-fold increase
from 2013 — Putin's provocative game of cat and mouse with NATO is like a page
torn straight out of the Cold War play book.
Invest $20,000, walk away a millionaire! During the first Cold War,
one U.S. military jet manufacturer skyrocketed from 83 cents a share to
$58.00 ... An increase of a phenomenal 6,888% ...
That's enough to turn every $20,000 invested into nearly $1.4
MILLION!
Many companies in this industry will soar again as global tensions heat
up. For details, read my free report, Putin's 5 War Strategies: What You
Must Do Immediately to Protect Your Wealth and Profit.
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Did a Russian Plane Disable a U.S. Warship ... with a Mere Press of a
Button?
The Russian media claims their military has a
new technology capable of jamming a U.S.
warship's missile defense system. They say it
can easily render useless an entire warship's
radar, communications and missile systems with
the press of a button.
Case in point ...
Recently, a Russian Su-24 plane flew over the USS Donald Cook as it patrolled the
waters of the Black Sea. The unarmed Russian jet carried an electronic device
named "Khibiny."
As the Russian jet approached the American warship, it activated Khibiny. The
Russians say that within seconds the device shut down all radar systems,
information transmissions and control panels on board the destroyer, "as easily as
turning off a TV set with a remote control."
The Russian jet then simulated a missile attack against the USS Donald Cook, flying
over the vessel 12 times before departing.
In response to these claims, the Pentagon acknowledges the Russian plane flew
provocatively close to the American warship. However, it refuses to say if the
Russians disabled the ship.
So, whom do you believe? Have the Russians discovered a fatal flaw that allows
them to quickly and easily disable a U.S. warship?
And will the U.S. respond by developing a similar technology (if it hasn't already)?

PUTIN'S COLD WAR STRATEGY #3:
Build an Imposing Nuclear Arms Stockpile ...
Russia is investing enormous sums of money to revive its nuclear capabilities.
According to the International Institute for Strategic Studies, the Kremlin dedicates
a third of its defense budget to nuclear weaponry.
The commander of Russia's Strategic Missile Force, Lt. Gen. Sergei Karakaev,
announced Russia will deploy a new heavy intercontinental ballistic missile within
the next four years. This silo-based Sarmat ICBM is part of an over $700 billion
plan for the Russian Armed Forces.
By 2018, Russian nuclear forces will have 1,550 warheads and 700 deployed
strategic nuclear delivery systems, including long-range missiles and bombers.
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But Putin's nuclear escalation doesn't end with building new weapons and acquiring
new technology ...
Moscow has at least twice since 2009 simulated nuclear attacks, including one
targeting NATO member, Poland.
And now, for the first time in 40 years, the U.S. State Department admits
Russia has surpassed the U.S. in nuclear weapons capability. Russia has
5,000 nuclear weapons of different tactical classes all located right next to
Europe.
Compare this to the paltry 260 aging tactical nuclear weapons located in European
NATO countries and you'll understand why Putin believes he has the upper hand in
the European nuclear contest.

Imagine Iran with a Nuclear Weapon? It Could Happen if Putin Has
His Way ...
Another Cold War ploy Putin is engaging in is providing
technology and weaponry to "proxy nations" —
countries that are at odds with the United States ...
such as Iran.
Recently, Russia signed a nuclear agreement that could
give Iran up to eight more civil nuclear reactors.
The Russian state nuclear company, Rosatom, has
agreed to build two reactor units at the Bushehr, Iran
power plant. Additionally, the two countries are in talks to build two more units at
Bushehr and four others elsewhere in Iran.
Rosatom also announced it would enter discussions with Tehran regarding
manufacturing fuel rods in Iran to be used at the reactor units.
Understandably, this move prompted anxiety in the West because it could give Iran
the infrastructure necessary to build its own arsenal of nuclear weapons.
In these troubling times, there are highly rated companies that are ready,
willing and able to provide the United States with the technology it needs
to counter the threats from Iran, Russia and other nations. I've selected
three of these companies (which you can read about below) as my top
investment recommendations.
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PUTIN'S COLD WAR STRATEGY #4:
Cozy Up to China ...
Putin is intent on establishing alliances and forging economic agreements with
various nations, particularly in the wake of the sanctions imposed by the U.S. and
its allies following Russia's military intervention in Ukraine and annexation of
Crimea.
So it's no surprise that while the U.S. and Europe were busy imposing sanctions,
Putin was working behind the scenes to seal a $400 billion, 30-year deal to
provide natural gas to China.
In total, Moscow signed a package of 38 deals with China, including a currency
swap and tax treaty. And reports say that Putin is working on yet another major
natural gas deal with China, also worth hundreds of billions for Russia.
And the timing couldn't be better. Russia desperately needs this influx of cash to
help offset the huge losses it's experiencing due to the sanctions and plummeting
oil prices.
The fact is Putin has been working on strengthening the China-Russia alliance for
years and is well ahead of Obama in courting the Asian nation's favor.
Putin rightly sees China as a formidable ally, one that has experienced an
astonishing resurgence in military and economic power in the last decade.
Unfortunately for the U.S., Obama realized this too late and is playing catch up in
the game of forming strategic alliances.
Russia's ambassador to the U.S. said of Obama's belated attempts to reach out to
China, "You are just pivoting to Asia, but we're already there."
What would you do with an extra $36 GRAND? You might have
found out recently if you'd invested in this missile defense company. It
rose 180% in less than 2 years ... That's enough to turn a $20,000
grubstake into a tidy $56,032.
And, as you'll find out in my new FREE profit guide — Putin's 5 War
Strategies: What You Must Do Immediately to Protect Your Wealth and
Profit — there's plenty of upside left for investors looking to get in on this
gem of a company ...
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PUTIN'S COLD WAR STRATEGY #5:
Use Cyber Warfare to Cripple the Entire
U.S. Infrastructure ...
Remember the espionage tactics of yesteryear? Spy
rings, clandestine meetings, intelligence gathering,
counterintelligence and sabotage ...
Well, today we can add "cyber espionage" and "cyber
terrorism" to the mix ...
The Department of Homeland Security reports that a
destructive "Trojan Horse" malware program
developed by Russian government hackers has
penetrated the software that runs the U.S. power
transmission grid.
The malware could cause economic catastrophe by damaging or shutting down
American oil and gas pipelines, power transmission grids, water distribution
systems, wind turbines and even some nuclear power plants.
This nightmare scenario means control of American public utilities could one day
be in the hands of the Russian government!
According to an ABC News report:
"DHS sources told ABC News they think this is no random attack and they fear that
the Russians have torn a page from the old, Cold War playbook, and have placed
the malware in key U.S. systems as a threat, and/or as a deterrent to a U.S. cyberattack on Russian systems — mutually assured destruction."
Additionally, the new Russia-China alliance could come into play in future cyber
attacks against America. In an ominous warning, former Defense Secretary Leon
Panetta says the U.S. could one day become victim of a cyber "Pearl Harbor, "
perpetrated by China's and Russia's advanced cyber capabilities.

More than TRIPLE your money in just 18 months! — The 218%
gains recently posted by this security products company could have
turned your $20,000 investment into more than $62,000.
Learn about the industries on the verge of huge gains in my free
guide, Putin's 5 War Strategies: What You Must Do Immediately to
Protect Your Wealth and Profit.
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A Major Warning of an Explosion of Violence
Directly Ahead ...
For over 30 years, I’ve studied the relationships between economic trends and
warfare ...
Make no mistake about it: The cycles of war I research and write about — and their
effects on the financial markets and world economies — ARE REAL.
These cycles are based on scientific studies of both domestic and international war
data. I've published my findings as part of my work as Executive Director of the
Foundation for the Study of Cycles.
What I've discovered is that war cycles are as concrete and predictable as the
seasons of the year. They tell you, in no uncertain terms, when society is most
likely to be predisposed to conflict, both domestically and internationally.
The fact is the war cycles are now ramping up all the way into the year 2020 and
with an intensity that even I underestimated ...

Source: Larry Edelson, Real Wealth
Report webinar, November 2014

But most importantly for you as an investor, these cycles also show a clear
relationship between worldwide strife and the functioning of the financial markets,
the flow of money between nations and the stockpiling of precious assets.
If there is only ONE THING you learn from this report (a truly simple concept, yet
one many investors fail to heed during panic situations), I hope it will be this:
During times of war and conflict, money ALWAYS flows to the safest
refuge. Discover and invest in that safe refuge, and you'll not only protect
what you have, but you'll also position yourself for tremendous prosperity!
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Follow $10 TRILLION DOLLARS to the World's
Last Bastion of Financial Safety!
Capital is literally pouring into the United States from abroad ... to the tune of more
than $10 TRILLION DOLLARS in investments in just five years!
Total foreign ownership of U.S. assets
(excluding complicated financial derivatives)
rose from $16.594 trillion at the beginning of
2009 to a record $26.791 trillion at the end of
the first quarter of 2014.
That’s an astounding 61 percent gain in five
years, a record for such a short time period.
Of that $10 trillion ...


$4.088 trillion, or more than 40 percent, was directly invested in portfolios
that include equity investments, mutual funds and other equity-related
investments.
Moreover ...
Nearly 20 percent of the $4.088 trillion ...
or $820 billion ... came flooding in from foreign
shores in 2013 alone.
But just why are savvy European investors
moving their money out of Europe in droves and
into the U.S. stock market? Why is Middle
Eastern money flooding our shores? Why are
Chinese investors moving funds to the U.S.
hand over fist, especially into U.S. property
markets?
The simple reason for this extraordinary capital
flow is that of all the places to invest in the world today, the United States is the
safest country for investors.
Despite our country's problems (and I don't deny we have a bucket load), we still
enjoy one of the most open, liquid and diverse markets in the world.
Smart investors overseas realize what's going on in their own countries and globally
and they want out ... NOW!
All of this is causing capital in nearly every corner of the globe to take flight,
leaving risky countries or investments and heading toward safer U.S. shores.
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These investors are why U.S. equities are in long-term bull markets. They are
largely why property prices are doing well, especially in high-end markets such as
New York, Los Angeles and Miami.
Soon, they will also be an important force driving commodity prices higher,
especially precious metals.
My words of investing wisdom for you: Follow the BIG money — the $10
TRILLION DOLLARS — the large international capital flows ...

The Stocks that SOAR
During Times of Global Conflict
As the bloody chaos worldwide spreads — and specifically as Cold War tensions
reignite between the United States and Russia — I predict the prices of select
stocks will GO THROUGH THE ROOF.
Just take a look at the breathtaking gains these companies — many of which I'm
sure you're familiar with — made during the first Cold War ...

The Red-Hot Stocks of the First Cold War (1947-1985)
Company

The Boeing Company
General Dynamics Corp
Lockheed Martin
Raytheon Company
Grumman
North America Rockwell / Rockwell
International
United Technologies Corporation
Martin Marietta
General Electric Co.

1947
Price

$0.22
$0.85
$0.83
$0.88
$0.63

Height During Cold
War (limited to
1985)

$0.75
$1.44
$1.88
$2.88

$50.50
$84.00
$58.00
$57.50
$36.25
$41.75
$44.25
$44.25
$65.00

% Change

22855%
9782%
6888%
6434%
5654%
5467%
2973%
2890%
2157%

Now, of course, I'm not suggesting you wait 30 or 40 years to realize your profits.
While the first Cold War lasted many decades, I'm predicting Cold War II will
coincide roughly with the latest war cycle ... a time period lasting for the next five
years until about 2020.
And, if you're like me and most investors, you'd probably be ecstatic to achieve
gains a tenth of what was achieved during the first Cold War. We're talking
potential gains of up to 250%, 350%, 400% or more ... all within the next
60 months!
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My goal is to show you exactly how you can do this. That's why I've researched and
written an exclusive guide on the most profitable ways to protect and invest your
hard-earned money during this time of geopolitical unrest.
My report —Putin's 5 War Strategies: What You Must Do Immediately to
Protect Your Wealth and Profit — is my FREE gift to you. It includes information
on the specific, highly targeted investments that will help you take advantage of the
unprecedented opportunities now available to investors.
By making a few simple changes to your portfolio over the next couple months (all
of which I explain in great detail in my guide), you could join the smart-money
investors who have already flocked to the safety and exponential growth now being
experienced in key U.S. stock sectors.
But before you do anything, I need to give you an urgent warning ...

Own These Stocks? Better Dump Them Now!
Not all companies in the defense sector will succeed in the years to come. The
stocks listed below are simply too risky for a variety of reasons. Some have
negative net income. Or a negative return on assets and equity.
For some, the profit margins are low or — in some cases — horribly in the red.
Others suffer from lackluster revenue and earnings growth.
Some are beleaguered companies enduring a mix of these problems ...
In any case, to take advantage of the market, you must avoid these 10 traps
(worst ranked first):
1. CPI Aerostructures, Inc. (CVU)
2. TAT Technologies, Ltd. (TATT)
3. LMI Aerospace Inc. (LMIA)
4. Tel-Instrument Electronics Corp. (TIK)
5. Kratos Defense & Security Solutions, Inc. (KTOS)
6. RADA Electronic Industries Ltd. (RADA)
7. Erickson Incorporated (EAC)
8. Cubic Corporation (CUB)
9. ManTech International Corporation (MANT)
10.Spirit AeroSystems Holdings, Inc. (SPR)
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America's Best Investments for Violent Times
Which companies will profit from the intensifying cycles of war?
Simply put, those companies that provide products and services needed to maintain
our military strength. We're talking about ...


Arms and weapons manufacturers ...



Specialists in producing jets and aircraft parts ...



Builders of nuclear and non-nuclear ships, aircraft carriers and
submarines...



Designers of intelligence-gathering, surveillance, reconnaissance and
communication systems ...



Cyber espionage experts — companies in the U.S. that will not only
monitor what other nations may be doing against us, but also protect us
from digital threats!



And the list goes on and on!

My research team and I reviewed dozens and dozens of companies, evaluating each
one against critical investing metrics to help us determine the companies with the
best profit potential.
We looked at gross profits, net income, net profits, earnings and revenue growth,
return on assets and equity, among other factors.
Based on our research, only the highest rated companies made the cut and have
been included in my free guide, Putin's 5 War Strategies: What You Must Do
Immediately to Protect Your Wealth and Profit.
Now I'm ready to tell you about my top three picks ...



Recommendation #1 — This Fortune 500 shipbuilding company designs,
builds and maintains nuclear and non-nuclear ships for the U.S. Navy and
Coast Guard. In fact, they're the only company that designs and builds nuclearpowered aircraft carriers in the United States.
They also provide naval architecture and marine engineering, along with aftermarket services for military ships worldwide and engineering services to the
Department of Energy and the Department of Defense.
In just 3 years, shares in this company rose a stellar 374.6%. That
means an investment of $10,000 would have turned into $47,462!
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You'll find the name of this company, along with exact investing instructions, in
my free guide, Putin's 5 War Strategies: What You Must Do Immediately
to Protect Your Wealth and Profit.



Recommendation #2 — Recently formed by a merger of two industry
leaders, this mega-company creates and supplies advanced weapon and space
systems, including missile systems, precision-guided munitions, satellite
components and electronic warfare programs.
Tracing its roots back to a major military contractor that spun off its defense
businesses to shareholders, this newly merged company has a long history of
supplying defense systems to the U.S. and its allies.
You'll find the name of this company, along with exact investing instructions, in
my free guide, Putin's 5 War Strategies: What You Must Do Immediately
to Protect Your Wealth and Profit.



Recommendation #3 — In my opinion, this is the best choice in the
aerospace and defense ETF market, charging investors just 35 basis points a
year in fees for its exposure.
The fund currently holds 36 stocks in its basket, including Lockheed Martin,
Raytheon, General Dynamics and more.
Recently, this ETF zoomed up 133%. Had you
invested $10,000 of your hard-earned cash, you could
have walked away with $23,325!
You'll find the name of this fund, along with exact
investing instructions, in my free guide, Putin's 5 War
Strategies: What You Must Do Immediately to
Protect Your Wealth and Profit.
In this free report, you'll also learn ...

 Why cease-fires in the Ukraine won't stop
Russia's global war threat ...
 Which nations Putin might target next in his

round of empire building ...

 Why Obama's attempts to control Vladimir Putin have backfired ... and, in

fact, have made him an even greater threat to the U.S. and our allies ...

 Why the U.S. cannot rule out a "hot war" with Russia ... and what you

need to do now to protect your family and your wealth before the chaos
starts ...
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 The four reasons why the safest refuge for your money is the United
States and its capital markets ...

 And the exact steps you can learn from the smart investors who have

already pumped over $10 TRILLION DOLLARS into the U.S. markets.

How to Get Four More Profit Guides FREE!
In addition to my guide, Putin's 5 War Strategies: What You Must Do Immediately
to Protect Your Wealth and Profit (a $79 value, yours FREE) ...
I want to rush you four additional FREE Profit Guides to help you remove
all the effort and guesswork from the equation ... and go straight for lifechanging profits during the tumultuous days ahead.

BONUS GUIDE # 1 — Outrageous Opportunity:
How to Position Yourself to Profit in the Bull
Market of a Lifetime (a $79 value, yours FREE)
This report spells out exactly how to position yourself for
unimaginable profits over the next three years.
In it, you’ll find all the information and insights you need to
begin charting your rise to unbelievable gains, including:


Seven steps you must take now to position yourself
to ride this tsunami to incredible wealth ...



My 25 high potential stocks to watch: Companies positioned to double,
triple and even quadruple in the years ahead ...



The SIX U.S. stock sectors that will explode over the next 3 years as
capital shifts from the public to private sector ...



FIVE U.S. stock sectors to avoid like the plague — sectors that will get
annihilated over the coming weeks and months ...



Plus, the BEST investments you could make today ...

In short, I tell you everything you’ll need to know to take advantage of this historymaking bull market ... featuring select stocks and mutual funds that could multiply
your money many times over!
Best of all, Outrageous Opportunity: How to Position Yourself to Profit in the
Bull Market of a Lifetime won’t cost you a penny.
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BONUS GUIDE # 2—The Great Gold Bonanza of 2015-2016 (a $79
value, yours FREE)
Gold at $5,000? That's exactly where I see gold headed and
what I discuss in this timely report, which gives you all the
details on how you can grow rich from the coming bull market
in gold.
As the war cycles ramp up, you'll see investors around the
world run for cover. Markets will gyrate wildly. Europe will
default under its massive debts, followed by Japan soon
after...
You'll see the U.S. stock markets temporarily plunge, but
then soar like an eagle as frightened money from all over the
world, including sovereign bond markets, pours into the
safety and liquidity of U.S. equities like never before ...
Just as important for you, investors will seek shelter in physical gold and gold
mining stocks ... skyrocketing the precious metal all the way to an
astounding $5,000 an ounce!
But please don’t buy a penny’s worth of gold until you read this report. Timing is
critical and you'll need to know exactly when and how to invest.
If you fear you’ve waited too long to buy gold stocks and missed one of the most
profitable bull markets ever, think again.
As you read this report, you’ll discover:


The 7 powerful drivers that virtually ensure the next gold bonanza is one of
the best money-making opportunities of our lifetimes ...



The key questions you must ask your broker BEFORE buying mining stocks
in order to maximize your gains and minimize your risk, and ...



Best of all ... I introduce you to my 5 top gold stocks that give you the
potential to multiply your money over and over again in the months and
years ahead ...
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BONUS GUIDE # 3 — The Great Materials Explosion of 2015-2016
(a $79 value, yours FREE)
As the bull market continues, the fortunes of a select number
of construction companies ... manufacturing industries ... and
suppliers will shoot to the moon in 2015 and beyond.
In the past 12 months, these stocks are up as much as 42.4%
— and I fully expect their fortunes to continue to grow
exponentially.
As you’ll see in your third bonus guide, adding these
companies to your holdings will give you a powerful one-two
punch of owning both materials companies and processors.
BONUS GUIDE #4 — The Great Agriculture Jackpot of 2015-2016
(a $79 value, yours FREE)
Food stocks are already exploding higher. But it’s just a sneak
preview of what’s ahead. As the dollar inevitably declines in
value, the financial crisis deepens and the war cycles ramp
up, food prices are bound to go higher — a lot higher.
The five companies I will introduce you to in this report should
be the biggest profit-takers of all as each occupies a key
position in the farm-to-consumer food chain, selling
everything from seeds to fertilizers to food production.

You Get All 4 Valuable Investment Guides —
PLUS My Newest Guide,
Putin's 5 War Strategies: What You Must Do Immediately to Protect
Your Wealth and Profit
a $395 Value—Absolutely FREE ...
Together, these five free reports will show you step-by-step, not only how you can
begin reaping unimaginable profits from the bull market of a lifetime that has
already begun ... but also how you can protect yourself and your family in these
volatile times.
These five reports together are valued at $395, but I’m going to give them to you
right now for FREE — the minute you accept the risk-free trial membership I
describe below to my monthly Real Wealth Report.
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Subscribe today and you'll also get a full year’s access to the
Weiss Watchdog. The Weiss Watchdog watches over every company
you invest in, do business with or are considering for the future ... and
then sends you an email ALERT every time there is a change in its rating.
This includes banks, insurers, stocks, ETFs and mutual funds.
With the Weiss Watchdog on your side, you'll never get caught off guard
again by a ratings change that could affect your investments.
A $49 value — yours FREE with your membership.

I Created Real Wealth Report with One Mission:
To Make You Money—and Lots of It.
In each monthly issue of Real Wealth Report you get:


No-nonsense, totally unbiased “Buy,” “Sell” and “Hold” signals for every
Real Wealth Report investment in your portfolio — specific recommendations
designed to help you triple or even quadruple your money ...



Timely recommendations to help you take advantage of tomorrow’s greatest
profit opportunities — whenever and wherever they arise ...



Breaking news on geopolitical developments that may impact YOU — and will
have a dramatic impact on stocks, precious metals and other investments ...



PLUS ... speculative opportunities carefully selected to help you multiply
your money four or five times FASTER ...

You Get Access to These Powerful
Money-Making Tools 24/7
Anxious for my very latest updates and guidance?
Then surf over to my Real Wealth Report website. You’ll find the web address and
password printed in each issue of your newsletter.
And while you’re on the Real Wealth Report website, be sure to ...


Check out my latest alerts and regular commentary on the hottest
geopolitical news and investments I’ve identified for you ...
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Review my latest forecasts — for the unique high-potential investments
that offer you the best possible risk/reward ratio ...



Catch up on the latest recommendations for stocks, gold and resources
in the spotlight ...



Ask questions about our investment strategies, recommendations or the
markets in the “Editor’s Mailbag” ...



And a whole lot more!

Plus, You Get Urgent FLASH ALERTS
and Online V.I.P. Briefings
Whenever there’s a major development in the energy, natural resources or other
key markets — or in the world’s geopolitical situation ...
I’ll rush you a special, urgent Flash Alert by email.
This lightning-fast response to the constantly changing investment landscape gives
you the edge you need to keep your money safe and maximize profits!
Plus, every 90 days you’ll receive a V.I.P. invitation to my online briefing — where I
meet with my Real Wealth Report members, give you my advance forecasts and
recommendations, and answer your questions.
Bottom line: It’s never been easier to stay up-to-date on all the latest
developments impacting your investments ... for better or for worse!

Join Me Now for Less than 25 Cents a Day!
No advice — not even mine — can help you unless you try it ...
That's why I've made it possible for you to join me as a Real Wealth Report
member for a fraction of our regular subscription ...
So, instead of paying $198 for a full year of Real Wealth Report, if you join me now
you can test-drive a one-year membership risk-free for just $89.
You save $109 — a full 55% off the regular rate.
Plus, if you order now, I'll send you these three bonus guides, absolutely FREE:

 BONUS GUIDE #1: Putin's 5 War Strategies: What You Must Do

Immediately to Protect Your Wealth and Profit (a $79 value FREE)

 BONUS GUIDE #2: Outrageous Opportunity: How to Position Yourself to
Profit in the Bull Market of a Lifetime (a $79 value FREE)
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 BONUS GUIDE #3: The Great Gold Bonanza of 2015-2016 (a $79 value
FREE)

That's a $237 total value — FREE with a one-year membership.
Then, in future years, when your membership comes up for renewal, we will notify
you first and bill your card for $89, a 55% discount from the regular rate. You will
lock in the 55% discount forever. You will never get billed for something you don’t
want. And you will never have to worry about missing a single investment
opportunity.
For an even better deal, you can join my Real Wealth Report for two years for just
$178.
That’s a savings of $218 — a full 55% — off the normal two-year rate.
Plus, if you order now, I'll send you ALL FIVE bonus guides FREE! That means
you'll receive all the crucial information you need to help you prosper during one of
the greatest economic booms of our lifetime:

 BONUS GUIDE #1: Putin's 5 War Strategies: What You Must Do

Immediately to Protect Your Wealth and Profit (a $79 value FREE)

 BONUS GUIDE #2: Outrageous Opportunity: How to Position Yourself to
Profit in the Bull Market of a Lifetime (a $79 value FREE)

 BONUS GUIDE #3: The Great Gold Bonanza of 2015-2016 (a $79 value
FREE)

 BONUS GUIDE #4: The Great Materials Explosion of 2015-2016 (a $79
value FREE)

 BONUS GUIDE #5: The Great Agriculture Jackpot of 2015-2016 (a $79
value FREE)

That's a $395 total value — FREE with a two-year membership.
Then, in future years, when your membership comes up for renewal, we will notify
you first and, if you agree, bill your card at the same low price, a 55% discount
from the regular rate. You will lock in that discount forever. You will never get billed
for something you don’t want. And you will never have to worry about missing a
single investment opportunity.
For less than 25 CENTS PER DAY, you'll know you've taken a huge step
toward safeguarding your future, your wealth and your family's security
against the upcoming tidal wave of global chaos.
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Don't Just Take My Word —
Read What My Subscribers
Are Saying ...

Why is this man smiling? Well,
you would be too, if you had his
track record ...
With over three
decades of
amazingly accurate
forecasts, Larry
Edelson, Real Wealth
Report editor, has
successfully called
nearly all the major
turning points in the
world’s macroeconomic trends,

Over the past 35 years, I’ve helped my readers
protect and build their wealth through Wall
Street’s biggest crises, booms and busts. Once
you see your first issue of Real Wealth Report, I
think you’ll be hooked for life.
You won’t want to make a move without it!
The thanks I’ve received from my readers over
the years are truly humbling and deeply
gratifying to me.

including ...



The 20-year bear market in
precious metals between 1980
and 2000 ...



The Stock Market Crash of
1987 and its subsequent rally
to new highs by 1990 ...



The Persian Gulf War of 1990
and the S&L crisis in the U.S.



The 10-year rocket blast in oil
beginning in 1998 ...



The bursting of the tech stock
bubble in 2000 that cost U.S.
investors an estimated $6.5
trillion in losses ...



The start of the major bull
markets in Asian economies
and stocks in 2004 ...



The great debt crisis, and
crash, of 2008 ...



The major bottom in stocks in
March 2009 and the giant rally
that followed ...



And, most recently, the
freefall in oil prices in 2014,
which Larry warned his
readers about a full year
before the decline ...

Listen to Mary H., of Phoenix, AZ, who says ...
“This is an honest, down-to-earth newsletter
whether it's to do with stocks or the day-to-day
issues that may affect stocks.
“It has given me another weapon against all the
analysts and writers who side with the
establishment and Wall Street Cheats.”
And John R., of London, U.K., says ...
“I appreciate the way you call it as you see it
even when criticized. Obviously, it is amazing
that you called it the right way, but more
importantly you stick to your guns. Well done
and keep doing it.”
Gary S., of Ridley Park, PA, adds ...
“In retrospect, I found your insights to be
amazingly accurate! This sadly leaves me
wishing I had HEEDED your advice (which I
didn’t do to the detriment of my portfolio). You
are now my primary guiding light!!!”
And Brian B., of Garland, TX, says ...
“You’re my hero! Keep the insightful
commentary coming!”
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And just listen to Dominic B., of Stockton-On-Tees, U.K.:
“I find that Larry is one of the very few people worth listening to as he has a unique
perspective on the markets and an amazing ability to explain what is going on in
the markets.
“With Larry’s advice I feel confident and well positioned to profit from these
unprecedented times. Great work, Larry!”

CLICK BELOW TO ORDER NOW!
[ORDER BUTTONS]
CLICK HERE FOR THE BEST VALUE: 24 months of Real Wealth Report for
just $178 — SAVE $218!
CLICK HERE FOR A GREAT VALUE: 12 months of Real Wealth Report for
just $89 — SAVE $109!
Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-291-8545
(Overseas, call 1-561-627-3300)

No Gimmicks. No Hassles.
You Will Be 100% Thrilled with Real Wealth Report ...
Or You Don't Pay a Penny!
It's true no one can guarantee profits, and losses are always possible. But I'm
absolutely convinced you'll find your membership in Real Wealth Report to be worth
every penny.
In fact, you could make — or save — many times the subscription price with your
very first recommendation ... especially in today’s volatile markets.
And even if you don't realize big profits, you're covered — because to make your
decision as simple as possible ... you get my "No Gimmicks, No Hassles, 100%
Satisfaction Guarantee."
You must be 100% thrilled with Real Wealth Report or simply cancel ANY
time within the next 12 months for a full refund of the subscription price.
No questions asked. No hidden fees.
Even if you decide on the very last day of your subscription that my Real Wealth
Report is not for you, I’ll still send you a FULL refund.
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And no matter what, everything you get when you subscribe — including your
bonus guides and my latest report, Putin's 5 War Strategies: What You Must
Do Immediately to Protect Your Wealth and Profit — is yours to keep.

CLICK BELOW TO ORDER NOW!
[ORDER BUTTONS]
CLICK HERE FOR THE BEST VALUE: 24 months of Real Wealth Report for
just $178 — SAVE $218!
CLICK HERE FOR A GREAT VALUE: 12 months of Real Wealth Report for
just $89 — SAVE $109!
Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-291-8545
(Overseas, call 1-561-627-3300)

Your Family’s Financial Future
Hangs in the Balance.
Hope is a powerful agent for change; but so is regret.
If you don't act now to protect yourself, and your family, from the unprecedented
dangers we face — and to position yourself to profit from the historic opportunities
that will present themselves ...
You will be kicking yourself for years to come.
In this report, I’ve shown you how the global war cycles are just beginning and will
continue to dominate the news and our lives well into the year 2020 ...
I've described how panicked investors worldwide are bringing their investment
money to the U.S. in droves — to the tune of $10 TRILLION DOLLARS ... and why
this is very good news for your wealth if you act quickly to take advantage of
this window of opportunity ...
I've described to you the NEW Cold War between Russia and the United States and
how certain stock sectors will benefit enormously ...
I've named the stocks that WENT THROUGH THE ROOF during the first Cold War,
skyrocketing up an astronomical 2,161% ... 6,888% ... 9,782% ...
And I've explained how world events are lining up to repeat these huge market
gains ... I've told you about stocks that have already zoomed up 180%, 218%,
374% ... with plenty of upside potential as global conflict escalates all the way to
the year 2020 ...
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But, please, keep in mind the process of change we'll be experiencing during the
next 5 years is going to be chaotic, wild and even violent at times. In society and,
as a result, in the financial markets.
The good news: America will get through this.
Order your risk-free subscription to Real Wealth Report now and I promise you'll
receive the road map you need to get you, and your family, through the years
ahead safely and profitably.
I look forward to welcoming you to the Real Wealth family.
Yours for maximum profits,

Larry Edelson

CLICK BELOW TO ORDER NOW!
[ORDER BUTTONS]
CLICK HERE FOR THE BEST VALUE: 24 months of Real Wealth Report for
just $178 — SAVE $218!
CLICK HERE FOR A GREAT VALUE: 12 months of Real Wealth Report for
just $89 — SAVE $109!
Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-291-8545
(Overseas, call 1-561-627-3300)
P.S.: Join Real Wealth Report today and I’ll send you ANOTHER free profit guide ...
It’s called Swing for the Fences with Natural Resource Investments and it’s
your guide to using simple options trading strategies to boost your profit potential,
while limiting your risk.
I give you all the basics you need to use this power-packed investment vehicle —
including what options are, how they multiply your profit potential, the best options
for profiting from surging natural resources and more.
Swing for the Fences with Natural Resource Investments is my additional gift
to you (a $79 value FREE) — my way of saying “thank you” for joining the Real
Wealth family today!
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CLICK BELOW TO ORDER NOW!
[ORDER BUTTONS]
CLICK HERE FOR THE BEST VALUE: 24 months of Real Wealth Report for
just $178 — SAVE $218!
CLICK HERE FOR A GREAT VALUE: 12 months of Real Wealth Report for
just $89 — SAVE $109!
Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-291-8545
(Overseas, call 1-561-627-3300)
The performance experienced by a subscriber as described in testimonials is not necessarily reflective of what you should expect to
experience. Although Money and Markets, a Division of Weiss Research accepted these testimonials in good faith Money and Markets, a
Division of Weiss Research has not independently examined the business records of any of the users and therefore has not verified any
specific figures or results quoted, or accuracy therein. These results may not be typical, and your performance, if any, will vary depending
upon many factors which include, but are not limited to, how closely you follow the recommendations, the price you paid / received, and
commissions paid. There is also risk you will not make any money at all or could even lose money. In the event that a customer does not
provide us with a usable picture or video/audio of themselves, the testimony presented are Actual Testimonials from our Customers but may
be a represented by a stock photo or recorded by a third party. Testimonials may be edited for clarity or brevity. No one has been paid to
share their stories.

Money and Markets
A Division of Weiss Research Inc.
© All rights reserved | 4400 Northcorp Parkway, Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410 |
1-800-291-8545
Terms & Conditions
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